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Newsletter Highlights
• International Pi Day Celebration    • Refreshment and Social Mixture Program

• Parent Teacher Meeting     • SEE Best Wishes Program 

• Pre-Holi Celebration      • Recognition Events

• Donation Program      • Hotel Visit of HM Students

• Book Review Series 

Ankuram Academy hosted a special event on March 16 to honor and uplift our valued teachers and staff. The 

"Refreshment and Social Mixture Program" was carefully planned to offer relaxation, socializing, and motivational 

insights, ensuring our faculty and staff felt valued and motivated. The program began with a warm welcome to all 

attendees, setting the stage for an enriching experience. Participants enjoyed various activities aimed at fostering

Participants: Teachers and Staffs 
Refreshment and Social Mixture Program

On March 14, the students of class 9 at Ankuram 

Academy celebrated International Pi Day with great 

enthusiasm. The event was organized by the 

Department of Mathematics and saw active 

participation from both students and faculty 

members. Throughout the day, there were 

engaging activities focused on the mathematical 

constant 'pi'. Students took part in various math 

exercises and challenges to understand the 

importance of 'pi' in different situations. Joel KC, a 

class 9 student, gave a speech in the morning

meeting, explaining the significance of 'pi' in math and its real-world applications. The highlight of the celebration 

was a competition where students demonstrated their mathematical knowledge and problem-solving skills. Raghav 

Agarwal won the first prize with an impressive score of 131 points. Krishant Vanshal and Karen Poudel secured the 

second and third positions with scores of 110 and 104 points respectively. Along with academic competitions, 

students also showcased their creativity through artistic representations of 'pi'. These displays reflected their 

imaginative interpretations of the mathematical concept, adding color to the celebration. This event not only 

emphasized the importance of 'pi' but also showcased the school's dedication to nurturing well-rounded individuals 

with essential skills for success in today's world.

International Pi Day Celebration
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On March 20, 2024, a special event was held to offer 

heartfelt best wishes to the students of the SEE Batch 

of 2080 as they prepared for the Secondary Education 

Examination (SEE). The SEE Best Wishes Program 

was organized with great enthusiasm to encourage 

and motivate the students as they embarked on this 

significant academic milestone. The event featured 

words of encouragement from teachers and the

SEE Best Wishes Program 
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On March 16, a successful Parent-Teacher Meeting (PTM) was held at Ankuram Academy. The purpose of this 

meeting was to create an avenue for parents and teachers to engage in discussions regarding their children's 

progress and development, particularly in light of the fourth formative assessment. A total of 270 parents attended 

the PTM, demonstrating the high level of parental involvement and engagement in their child's education. This 

meeting also served as a platform to prepare the students for the upcoming  second summative assessment. 

Parents attended the meeting as per the schedule provided by the class teacher, ensuring a productive and 

collaborative environment for the benefit of the students' education and growth.

Participants: Parents/Guardians 

Parent Teacher Meeting

friendship and relaxation. Interactive sessions, 

group discussions, and team-building exercises 

were organized to encourage bonding and 

collaboration among colleagues. A highlight of the 

event was a powerful keynote address by the 

renowned motivational speaker, Mr. Raman 

Bhattarai. With his experience and motivational 

skills, Mr. Bhattarai captivated the audience, 

sharing valuable wisdom and encouragement. His 

inspiring words reignited a sense of purpose and 

determination among the teachers and staff, 

reminding them of their importance in the Ankuram 

Academy community.
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The Felicitation Program on March 7 was a special event to 

recognize students who achieved a perfect 4.00 GPA and 

earned an A+ in the Second Summative Assessment. It 

happened at Ankuram Academy, celebrating academic 

excellence and dedication. The main part of the event was the 

felicitation ceremony, where each A+ achiever was 

acknowledged and awarded for their outstanding academic 

achievements. Students received certificates highlighting their 

hard work, commitment, and exceptional performance.

Felicitation Program to Grade 1 to 10 students

principal, insightful experience sharing sessions by Ashutosh Rijal and Sejal Poudel, and concluded with a 

celebratory cake cutting ceremony and the distribution of a photo frame of their batch as a memory keepsake. As 

the students embarked on this important milestone in their academic journey, they did so with renewed confidence, 

determination, and the knowledge that they had the support of the entire Ankuram community behind them.

Recognition Events

On March 22, Ankuram Academy celebrated Holi, 

the start of spring, with lots of colors and joy. 

Students, teachers, and staff came together for a 

lively pre-Holi event, making the school community 

closer. It was a chance for everyone to strengthen 

their friendships. As everyone enjoyed Holi's 

colorful fun, it made everyone feel connected, no 

matter their age, gender, or background. The 

celebration truly captured the spirit of Holi and 

spread happiness throughout the school. With 

various colorful activities, the event welcomed

 spring and promoted unity among everyone there. It reminded us to embrace our cultural traditions and care for 

each other. It was a day full of laughter, love, and memories that we'll cherish for a long time.

Pre-Holi Celebration

On March 13, 2024, a special event was held to honor the 

Ankuram Scout Troops for their dedication and excellence. The 

event celebrated their commitment to scouting and recognized 

their achievements in various programs and competitions. 

Highlights included the presentation of certificates to winners of 

a cooking competition and participants of the Smart Crew 

program organized by Smart Crew. The event was a great 

success, showcasing the dedication, excellence, and 

accomplishments of the Ankuram Scout Troops. We commend

their efforts and anticipate their ongoing success as they positively impact their communities and beyond.

Felicitation Program to Ankuram Scout Troops
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Participants: Students (Grade 11 and 12)

Donation Program
On March 22, 2024, the Grade 12 Marketing 

Groups at Ankuram Academy demonstrated 

remarkable kindness and social responsibility by 

organizing a Donation Program. This initiative 

aimed to support two deserving groups within the 

community: the elderly residents at Devghat Old 

Age Home and the children at Aama ko 

Chhatrabaas. The program was made possible 

through funds raised from the students' successful 

Rakhi Project, highlighting their dedication to

can award a Green Card to a student when they observe that the student has performed exceptionally well. This 

serves as a means to acknowledge their efforts and motivate them to continue their good work.

making a positive impact in society. The Grade 12 Marketing Groups pooled their resources to provide a variety of 

grocery items for donation. These items, including essential food staples and necessities, were thoughtfully 

selected to meet the specific needs of both the elderly residents and the children. Additionally, sanitary items were 

donated for the children. By offering support to those in need, the students brought joy and love to the community, 

spreading smiles and positivity. The program not only had a tangible impact on the lives of the beneficiaries but also 

promoted unity and empathy among the students.

The 3 Stars Badge Felicitation Program, held on March 22nd 

was a celebration of excellence for our most accomplished 

Green Card holders. The event recognized and honored the 

remarkable achievements of our 3 Stars Badge Achievers. 

The Green Card is a special reward presented to students 

who demonstrate outstanding performance in classroom 

activities, particularly in academic achievement and good 

behavior/discipline. Its purpose is to encourage and motivate 

students to maintain their excellent performance. Teachers

3 Stars Badge Felicitation Program 

Ankuram Academy's grade 11 and 12 students 

went on a field trip to Hotel Pokhara Grande from 

March 26 to 27 as part of their school curriculum. 

This visit allowed students to see how a big hotel 

works up close. They were shown around by the 

hotel staff and manager to learn more about how 

hotels operate. A total of 38 students from the 

Hotel Management faculty, along with three 

teachers, joined the trip. The teachers were there 

to make sure everything went smoothly and to

Hotel Visit of HM Students
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The book review series for the academic session 

ended with a final presentation by Class 11 students 

from the Faculty of Management at Ankuram 

Academy. This series gave students a chance to 

share their thoughts on books and improve their 

critical thinking skills, encouraging a love for reading 

in the school. During the series, students discussed a 

variety of English books, covering different genres 

and themes. While many preferred self-help and life 

coach books, others liked fiction. Rojan Acharya, a 

management student, particularly enjoyed English

Book Review Series 

fiction, showing the diverse reading interests among students. To continue promoting reading at Ankuram 

Academy, the 12th series of book reviews was held every Saturday, concluding on March 30 with the participation 

of 24 student reviewers and their parents. As the academic session ended, the book review series had a lasting 

impact on the school community, motivating students to keep exploring literature and new ideas. It's hoped that the 

curiosity for learning and appreciation for literature nurtured by this initiative will continue to grow, shaping the 

minds of future generations.

***** *****

help the students learn. By talking to the hotel staff, taking tours, and getting hands-on experience, the students 

learned a lot about how hotels work. This trip not only matched what they were learning in class but also got them 

thinking about careers in the exciting hotel industry. Huge thanks to the hotel staff and management for their help 

and hospitality, which made the trip a success.

Participants: Grade 11 Students
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